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White House Walks Away from COVID-19 
Relief Talk Table
The Market Should Not Be Surprised that Negotiations are Stalled
Below we describe what transpired today related to COVID-19 relief talks. Investors 
should not be surprised. Each side was too far apart for a deal to be made unless the 
landscape changed. Both chambers of Congress were the immovable objects. The 
House came down to $2.2-$2.4 trillion (from $3 trillion). The Senate was somewhere 
between $500 billion and $1 trillion. The White House moved up to $1.6 trillion even 
though the Senate was not on board.

President Calls Off Relief Negotiations
Tuesday morning, Fed Chair Jerome Powell called for more fiscal relief and also said 
the economic recovery has “a long way to go” during comments to the National 
Association for Business Economics.

Tuesday afternoon, President Trump instructed those negotiating for a fifth phase 
of COVID-19 relief for the White House to stand down until after the election. The 
president took to Twitter and indicated in a thread:

Nancy Pelosi is asking for $2.4 Trillion Dollars to bailout poorly run, high crime, 
Democrat States, money that is in no way related to COVID-19. We made a 
very generous offer of $1.6 Trillion Dollars and, as usual, she is not negotiating 
in good  faith. I am rejecting…their request.

Know When to Walk Away from the Table
President Trump wrote in his book, The Art of the Deal, “Know when to walk away 
from the table.” We will wait to see if this gambit is successful. Perhaps this is the 
change to the landscape that will be needed to bring all three sides closer together. 
It appears that the potential for a fifth round of COVID-19 relief before the election 
is falling. But really, there was not a good chance of relief being passed through both 
chambers of Congress in the form the White House and the House were discussing 
before the election anyway, as we indicated above.

Investors and market observers have been obsessed with the progress of relief talks 
because they have seen the potential for relief as a bridge to a vaccine and some 
semblance of normalcy. Whether they were reading the tea leaves correctly or not, 
now what matters most is what is likely to transpire in 28 days, or after Nov. 3. We 
have written here about how certain variables are likely to change depending upon 
the election outcome. One of the potential election result scenarios is that there 
could a “Blue Wave” where former Vice President Biden wins the White House and 
the Democrats take the Senate while holding onto the House. In this scenario it is 
likely that a relief package close to the original HEROES Act becomes law, supports 
economic activity, and assists municipal credit quality. If the president holds the White 
House and Republicans keep the Senate, then we could be right back to where we are 
today on Nov. 4.

What could President Trump do between now and Nov. 3 in the meantime? There is 
the potential that he dips into the executive action option again. They seemed to have 
helped bridge the gap when Congress failed to agree on relief back in August.
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Among the near-term consequences of the failed negotiation are the following:
• No additional aid for state and local governments
• Potential for a double dip recession rises
• Thirty-ish million unemployed without additional support
• No chance of stimulus checks supporting economic activity
• Continued stress in troubled sectors like travel, hospitality 
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